THE  TRAIN
against coupons. It was considered indecent to welcome
an army man on leave without drink and with someone
like her old man, why, she wouldn't dream of it!
Kravtsov saw with joy the assortment of bottles on the
table and asked complacently:
"Everything all right, mother?5*
"Yes father/5 she replied.
"You're still able to set things on fire," he went on,
"But where are the guests?"
They came: a few relations and old friends, among
them the engine-driver, Sereja's boss. The atmosphere
was gay without being riotous. They clinked glasses and
complimented each other. All the affection and attention
were concentrated on Kravtsov. He had to tell each new
guest in turn about Kiev and Brest and the traces the
Germans had left in the land. He finished with that part
of his story as quickly as possible and returned to the
train.
"It's all very hard. We get petrol of heavy quality
when we ought to be getting diesel oil. There's nothing
to do but work on the petroL That makes soot, the rings
get worn out. Think how often one has to take the thing
apart for cleaning."
"Of course!" the old friends replied, tossing down
sedately one glass after the other, "It's clear! With heavy
petrol. ..."
"And what about Sereja?" Kravtsov asked the driver
aloud, "How does he work? Doesn't give his father a
bad name?"
The driver praised Sereja. Kravtsov, then and there,
gave Sereja the watch and also the following instructions:
"Sereja, always remember to approach an engine
when sober. The machine should be loved, then it will
love you back. If you do love it, it will welcome you as
soon as you open the door—for here is a beloved person
coming. If you treat it casually, it'll take you into its grijfy'
maul you, spit you out like a bit of flesh. Think of itt
bulk—two trucks to carry one engine. Yes, yes, with
sobriety and love!" Kravtsov repeated, losing the thread
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